
Summer is here and ICA camp in
Glen Rock is back in action! As

always, it was so great for campers
and coaches to see so many familiar

faces, and of course to meet new
campers! Some campers even met
coaches in person for the first time
after only having met them in the

virtual ICA classes held online!
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Each day commenced with “circle of doom” where campers had
a chance to get their blood flowing before starting the chess
lessons. Angelo was the big winner of the week for circle of

doom.

The morning chess lessons were
broken out into groups by level and

ages. Lessons included game
analyses of games played by
campers in the afternoon, by

coaches, and by elite grandmasters.
In Coach Sean’s group, special

attention was paid to some of the
exciting games being played in the

Candidates tournament that is
currently determining who will be
the next challenger for the World
Championship! Prizes for best in
lessons were awarded by each

group’s coach. In Matthew’s group,
the winner was Athena. In Chris’
group, the winner was Kian, and

Gabriel earned the “most
improved.” In Eugene’s group, Dina
was the winner. In Sean’s group, the

winner was Aiden.



Interestingly, many of the lesson
winners did very well in the

afternoon tournament games as
well! Aiden won the top section;
Dina won section two; and Kate
won section 3, with Sophia and

Kian sharing 2nd place. In section
one, Angelo did manage to tie the
tournament by beating Aiden the
last round, but Aiden was able to

clinch first by winning the
Armageddon tie-breaker.

The Blitz-Bughouse winners were
Aiden and Emma, who scored an
impressive 13.5/15 possible points.

There were tough battles, including
a hard-fought draw between

Emma and Kate in their blitz game,
and Angelo scored a nice win
against Aiden, but the team of

Aiden and Emma was too tough! In
the blitz-only section, Alexandra

won, also with very impressive
play!



The sports groups were divided by
ages for the first set of

competitions, before campers
combined into larger groups.

Angelo, Mark and Rayan each won
their respective sports group. The
overall dodgeball winners were

Leon and Alexandra. Notably, Leon
was able to win while only attending

three of the five days! The overall
soccer winners were Angelo and

Sophia. The playground prize went
to Atticus.

Campers also had the opportunity to create art in the
afternoon and compete for an art prize. This week’s art prizes
went to Sophia and Mark. The prize for best notation went to

Natalie.



Lastly, since good nutrition is good for the
chess brain, we have a prize for healthy
Thursday lunch, which went to Atticus.

Overall, the first week was a lot of fun, and we are
looking forward to a great summer!


